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Student Council Announces May Elections
Ca1npaig.,1.i1ig· Stcirts April 27
Fo1· Top Stude1it Positio11s
by Paul Ritter
The Xavier University Student Council, along with the
Student Elections Board under Jim Foster, set Thursday and
Friday, May 1 and 2, as election clays on the Xavier campus.
Foster and his committee of five will handle the nominations and the counting of ballots. The committee chosen by
Foster and approved by the
Council includes Mike Tancey, parents to meet parents of other
Charles Reed, Fred Ahrens, W::il- students.
lace Klein, and Tim Hartman.
Parents from the Cincinnati
area and parents from out of
Nominations fo1· the \'al'ious ing this weekend so that they
class offices are to be submittecl may come to know each other
at the Student Council office be- and meet the mothers and fathers
tween Ap1·i1 18 ancl 25. Applica- of the other students with whom
tions for nominations may be their sons are associated throughacquired at Ute offices in North out their four years at Xavier.
Hall.
In South Hall there is a Theme
Campaigning for all nominees ap11lied to all Xavier men and to
will begin at noon on Sunday, their parents. Upon this theme js
April 27. There is to be no cam- based the spirit and willingness
paigning within the polling area. of the Xavier men. This theme,
.... The polls open at 8:30 a.m. ancl "One for all and all for one," can
close at 4 p.m. on both the 1st well be applied to Family Day,
and 2nd.
for this day is not just for Dorm
The vote tabulation will begin students and their parents, but is,
at 3:30 on the 2nd and continue as the theme says, One for all,
until the allotted positions have· all for one. This is the one day
been filled.
of the year when this spirit and
Fourteen student officers are to willingness is best exemplified,
be elected. The top position of for it is the day on which all,
Student Council President being students, p:a1·ents and teachers,
vacated by Bill Sena will be the are gathered to meet each other
aim of candidates from this year's and to enjoy themselves on the
Junior class. Juniors will also vie campus where their sons Ii ve
for next year's Senior class pres- four or five hours a day.
ident, vice-president, and secreAs in the past, there will be a
tary-treasurer.
baseball game and also a dance
Sophomores will compete for at which the students, parents
berths as Junior class president, and teachers are invited to enjoy
vice-president, secretary, and themselves in an evening o.f
·treasurer. The same posts are dancing, talking and just plain
open to frosh hoping for Sopho- good old-fashioned fun.
more spots.
Voting in these elections will
be restricted to the respective
"'
classes. The P.R. system of voting
is used .for all student elections.
Two general offices will be
subject to vote by the entire student body. The first is that of
Congratulations are most cerAssistant Social Chairman, a two tainly the orcler of the clay for
year term for Sophomores. The two of Xavier's outstancling sensecond is that of Athletic Chair- iors, Jim Braclley and Ed Menes.
man open to Junior candidates.
We are 11roud to announce that
Four Senior Council members these two scholars have been
will be leaving at the conclusion awa1·cled Woocll'OW Wilson Founof this semester. Congratulations dation Fellowships.
are to be given to Bill Sena, Jerry
One thousand of these fellowLynn, Austin Luckett, and Lou ships consisting of tuition, fees
Sable. These fellows have done and subsidy are awarded anan outstanding job during' their nually throughout the United
........ __,
term in offic~.
. .... . l'
The Student Council is perhaps I
the most fo1portant organization
on campus and it is your duty to
I!
back it and its members all the
way. The first step in this direction is to go to the polls and vote
for the man of your choice.

Bracllev, Menes
Receive Wilson
Fello,vships

Pavilion Caprice Scene Of Prom
Don L<tckey To Se,.enade Fo1·11utl;
Senio1· G,.ads Ai·e Guests Of Hono,.
by Wayne Fehr
The Pavilion Caprice will be the scene of the 1958 Junior
Prom on Saturday evening, April 19. Don Lackey and his
orchestra will provide the music from 9 to 1. Seniors will be

by Frank Maher
Family Day is again u11on us
ancl this year we are out to clo
the greatest job ever.
Family Day is the traditional
clay at Xavier on which the parents, students and the teachers
get together fo1• purposes of becoming better acquainted with
the university as a whole, with
the other parents, and with the
students. This is the chance for
the parents to get to know the
men who are training their sons
for -the future and also for the

I

I
Jim Bradley

J

States. The purpose of these fellowships is to aid a graduate student for one year in the preparation for a -teaching career.
Jim Bradley, HAB student and
Sodality Prefect, has chosen Xav-

Xavie1· University expresses
sincc1·e conclolences to William 'Vehster on t11c sudden
death of his mother. Bill is
from 'folcdo and resides in

the guests of honor at this "going-away party" for the graduating class given by the juniors. Hence, tickets for seniors are Brockman HaU.
only $3 a couple, while under..:.___:_-;S~..:.::.-=:..:::-~:.:..::::.:.:::=~_;.'.~.::..------

pa~

classmen must
$4. Tickets
may be purchased m South Hall,
or The
at the
door.
Prom
Committee has been
selling flowers in South Hall this
past week. Roses, orchids, or carnations may be obtained for a
reasonable price. All the corsages
will be given out at the door
Saturday evening.
A new feature of Prom weekend this year is a boat ride this
evening, Friday, April 18. The
Johnson Party' Boat has been
chartered for a starlight cruise
on the Ohio river, with music
and dancing, from 8 till 12. Price
of admission is $3.50, payable at
the boat, or to ticket-sellers in
South Hall this week. Preference
will be given to juniors, in case
there is too large a crowd.
The nine semi-finalists in the
competition for Prom Queen were
at Xavier this past week to take
flower orders. The Queen will be
selected by the Queen Committee, headed by John Finn. She
will be presented at the Prom
Saturday evening.
ier University as the sight of his
graduate studies. Jim, who hails
from Chicago, intends to study in
the field of classical languages.
Ed Menes, News member, Mermaid Tavern, and Vice-Prefect of

:;M.,;;;:-__.:.____

oc1etv To Stage
M11s1·cale~ ''L11cl.,;iY FOi.. Me''
asc1ue

p

,.

I
T R
•
l'OCUction O un Six Nights, ~lay 9, 10, 11, 16,
Z7, 111; "Dixie" illcB,.ayel', Tom. Eckstein Stal'

by Ken Klueh
The Masque Society, not content to rest on the laurels of
its last two hit productions, will present an original musical
"Lucky. For Me," May 9, 10, 11 and May 16, 17 and 1.8. Th~
adaptat1011 for the stage was written by Walter and Jean Kerr
based on the book and lyrics written by Dan Radden, a professor at LaSalle College in Philadelphia. Miss .Joan O'Byrne
supplied the music for the play.
"Lucky For !\'le" tells the story, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
in words ancl song, of a "down Bud~y .and Jim Dusablon is Al.
on bis luck" magician, Joe Weejo, Anme is played by Kay Steelwho finally recovers his magical man, and Aggie by Maryhlene
touch, unseats a corrupt political Cannon. Tom Cahill is cast as
boss, patch.es up a romance, ancl Suds while Tom Gressler is
regains his job with the Hallo- George. Brian Bremner plays
well Ch-ens. The play is set in Bill, and Ruth Schutte, Kate.
Philaclel1>hia after worhl War 1.
Ticket reservations may be
When the story opens, Weejo made by calling ~he South Hall
is "on the skids." He has just Thcate.r Box Office, RE 1-2342,
lost his job with the Hallowell extens1011 72.
Circus because his magic is
faulty. The magician feels that
the trouble stems from the loss
of his talisman. A superstitious
man, to say the least. To add to
his troubles, he incurs the enmity
of the local political boss, John
McGowan, by ruining a reception planned for a returning war
hero whom McGowan plans to
run for office.
The war hero is engaged to
McGowan's daughter. When Wecjo interferes with the reception
committee, he directs their attenMasquer Steelman
tion to an ordinary private, Jimmy Degnan, who (you guessed
it!) is in love with McGowan's
daughter. She loves him, too, so
we have a nice old-fashioned
triangle.
When Weejo meets Degnan's
little sister, Connie, he finds that
A Xavier University debating
he has a new talisman. Degnan
and Weejo join forces to oppose team was one of the top five at
McGowan in the .forthcoming the West Point Elimination Tournament Friday and Saturday,
elections.
The presentation of "Lucky March 21 and 22, at Western
For Me" is under the direction of Reserve University in Cleveland.
Mr. Otto Kvapil and stars "Dixie" Twenty-eight schools from five
McBrayer as Weejo, Tom Eck- states were present at this elimstein as McGowan, Pat Wicch- ination tournament, to select representatives from this district for
-· ···-·
.
..... .
the National Tournament at the
United States Military Academy,
April 23-26. The five teams with
the best record last weekend
qualified for the finals. They
were, besides Xavier, Northwest!.
'
ern, Notre Dame, Wayne State,
and one other.
The honor of being selected to
attend the West Point Finals is
comparable to being invited to
the NCAA toumament in basketball. This is the first time in
five years that an Ohio school
Masquer l\lcBrayer
has heen l'elll'esented in this naman as Jean, and Bob Marchal as tional debate tournament.
The winning debaters for XavJimmy. Tony Schmidt plays the
role of Eddie while Pat Fallon ier were Daniel V. Brislane and
(Continued on Paie 10)
portrays Connie. Bob Simpson is

Del)ati11g Team

Cops Position
At West Poi11t

,.

AnnualFcunily Day
To Be Held Again
OnCcunpus,~lay 16

Requ.iescat
111 l~ace

the Sodality, came to Xavier
from Cleveland. He has chosen
Princeton as his base of operation
and his major study will ·also be
classical languages.
The foundation is a development on a national level of the
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship P1·0gram established by Princeton in
1945. Recent grants by the Ford
Foundation have caused the further development of the program.
Classroom Classic
Afte1· several antonyms had
been given for the word "jubliant" in the sixth-grade spelling
hour, one little boy added: "Oh,
I know what you mean now-it's
like jubliant delinquency."
(The Reader's Digest)

·---·~---

--~·--····.
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XU News .Editorials
Election Time Approaclies
Each year that an election takes place in these United
States, the populace is urged to vote; to exe1·cise their inalienable right to choose their government representatives. We are
told to vote for anyone, but vote. We also hear the words of
advice, "investigate your choice," "know your candidate/'
"choose wisely." Many people, unfortunately for themselves
and for others, fail to vote and vote wisely. This is the reason
why lackadaisical, poor, do-nothing and many times bad and
corrupt governments come into existence. We once had an
example of this careless attitude here at Xavier. Unfortunately,
an unwise decision as well as an overall error of ·neglect was
committed just a few years prior. Ask any member of the
Class of '58 or '59 to give you the results of these errors.
Fortunately, especially in regard to the Class of '59, several
excellent and conscientious men were placed in office. The
results weren't half as tragic as they might have been, and
many good reforms came from the scandals.

Look At Tlie Reco1·cl
Looking to the present, we can plainly see the,achievements and failings of the representatives we have elected. It
is useless to harp on t.he failings of a group or of an individual,
especially if these failings are minor, reasonable, human, expected and not the direct fault of the group. It is equally
useless to harp on a major fault if that fault be overshadowed
by many, many achievements. This is the picture of this year's
Student Council. It has had its failings, made misjudgements,
even goofed in a big way on an occasion. Any faults, however,
must· stand in the glaring light of the achievements which
these men have attained. In the realm of particulars we can
point with pride to a renovated armory, we can point with
equal pride to marvelous advances in the relationship of
Xavier with Dayton, l\'liami and University of Cincinnati.
The X.U.-U.C. football trophy is just one of the many benefits
of this improved relationship. Definite profit in the ways of
administrating social functions has been gained from the mistakes made in the past. Steps toward giving the individual
student a more powerful voice in the governing of the student
body, hence a better means of determining his own welfare,
have been taken by the establishment of the I.AG.

Big Slioes To Fill
In summary we might say that the present Student Council
has improved the condition of the university and the st~tdent;
it has also made Xavier University better known and more
respected. The best thing we as individuals can do is vote and
vote wisely. By this means we'll make sure we continue to
have the finest student government possible. We'll dose this
discourse on politics with a tribute to the men who were responsible for the achievements. We first salute Bill Sena for
the driving force he maintained and fostered in all projects
throughout the year. He leaves behind him an excellent record.
Credit niust also go to Howard Hine.s, Austin Luckett, Jerry
Lynn, Mike Tancey, John Bycraft, Jim Lammons and many
more senior legislators who contributed to the job. The forthcoming senior officers and the rest of the class officers have a
fine example to follow and "very large shoes to fill."

"Mir1·or, Mi1·ro1· On The Wall"
Recently in an. issue of The Xavier News, one of ou·c
columnists, Pat Wiechman (The Coed), made some remarks
which, after careful survey, we wish to dispute. She asserted
that the lady companions of dorm students were better looking,
more intelligent, had better personalities, and in general were
the best of the crop. Here we must disagree with our friend
and we feel quite sure that "day-hop" people will cooperate in
proving the lady wrong. We have heard that many of the
Cincy-based students were indignant immediately after this
column was written. Soon they will have a chance to publicly
prove just which group dates the "cream of the crop." It
would be of little consequence if our columnist were the only
person to notice or express this opinion. Unfortunately, she
wasn't alone in her observations. The dorm students, naturally,
agreed with her "after all, isn't it true?" What is even worse
is that many day students also were in accord with this
doctrine. Soon the day hop element will have an excellent
opportunity to prove this a fallacious statement-if it is.

THE T.V. VIEWER
by E. S. Edelmann

The bums' return to Fountain Square and Piatt Park is a
sign of spring, but when these denizens of The Traffic Island
(we know, "in the heart of the city") turn their thoughts
toward baseball, then there can be no doubt whatsoever about
spring's presence.
Alas, with the return of swallows (and starlings) there comes neck deep slump, oh no, everyan Appalachian Mountain canary. thing the player hits is recounted
This canary's name is George as a "line shot"-pop-up, drive,
Bryson. It is too bad that no one or dribble.
George is honest, though he
has had the good fortune of putting this slack-jawed ex-hog- claims he's "just a counh·y boy
caller out of business. So, for a-tryin' to make a living." "Sir,
another season, Cincinnati's ar- I question the necessity," was Dr.
dents will have to listen to a Johnson's retort to such a state·
million and one boring anecdotes ment. We're not quite that causconcerning George's adventures tic; we merely wish George
in hotel lobbies. His coming would develop an allergy to
means glamour, however, for all green grass, horsehide and flanthe ball players he describes: ·nel uniforms-you know, so he
"Just a peach of a guy; swell couldn't breathe.
fella; so good-looking, he oughta
Spring also is the time for
be in the movies." It's not bad watching the poor seeds which
enough that the fellow he's de· dropped onto rocky soil, wither
scribing is trying to hit out of
(Continued on Page 10)

Symphony
Preview
By Bill Di1que
Today at 2: 00 p.m. and itomorrow evening at 8: 30 .p.m. will
mark the closing and final concerts of the season. These concerts will Hkewise end Thor
Johnson's association with the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.
The final program wHI consist in
one work only, namely, Richard
Wagner's "Tristan and Isolde,"
an opera in three acts. The opera
will, however, be presented in
the concert version for soprano,
tenor, and orchestra. The soloist
for the opera will .be soprano
Margaret Harshaw and tenor Alber.t Da Costa. Both soloist are
from the Metropolitan Opera
Association in New York, and
both are renowned in Wagnerian
roles.
In order to summarize the
opera, I shall use the synopsis
of "Tristan and Isolde" as found
in the ·book, Music Lovers' Encyclopedia, compiled by Rupert
Hughes and edited by Deems
Taylor. The summary is as follows: "On a ship Isolde is being
brought from Ireland to Cornwall by Tristan to be the bride
of King Mark. Isolde plans ·to
poison Tristan ibecause he once
killed her lover in battle. Instead
of a poison her maid, Brangane,
prepares a love potion. Both
Tristan and Isolde drink of it,
and fall into each other's arms.
At the King's Castle Mark has
gone hunting. Tristan and Isolde
meet secretly, but are betrayed
to King Mark by a traitor, Melot.
Tristan is m01-,tally wounded in
fighting Melot. He is taken to
his castle in Brittany by Kurwenal. When Tristan. is dying
Kurwenal sends for Isolde hoping she· will help him. When she·
arrives Tristan rips off his bandages, and. tries to go to her. He
calls her by ·name, and falls back
dead in her arms. !sold, overcome with grief, dies ;beside him.
King Mark, who has followed
the pair to give them his blessing, prays 1beside their bodies."

DOWN
FRONT
by Jim Wiggs ·

OBITER DICTA
By

~an

Hertla

Before Easter Mr. Herth considerecl Dr. Kircher's views on life and
the student's possible reaction to them. This week he ·treats on the
end of "liberal learning" and on the attitude of those w'ith a strong
formal philosophy toward men like Dr. Kircher.
Part 11
and from this assumed position
OLD DEBATE-NEW LESSON an entire network of minor dogFrom Dr. Kircher's exposition ma is postulated. .This wad of
of liberal learning's methods and dogma then is more or less
expected ends, there arises a crammed down the flock's collecvery pointed question: When men tive throat. Why do Churches
express their freedom in various commit this grievous error in
intellectual plans, one as right as, their basic foundation? Because
the other, what happens next?. of the. prominent clerical sin of
Where is the second act? The pride .theology is given a precisevarious philosophies will be ar- ness which Dr. Kircher does not
ranged like a spokeless wheel think can be attached to any
lying flat on the ground and even phase of human understanding.
the wisest of' men will be unable
The Lesson
If a debate can be said to teach
to give it meaning through interrelating the parts. A perfectly something, to give a truth that
capable and good instrument will the audience may have been only
be in a suspended state, Each half conscience of before, then
intellect with its own "discipline" there was a very important lesand its priceless possessions ls son in the Fr. Henle-Dr. Kircher
frozen within -its own limitations. debate. It began when Dr. KirLiberal lear~ing as outlined could . cher described people's methods
result in no more than a group of inflicting their beliefs on nonof men standing in a tight little believers.
Dr. Kircher, himself a mild
circle looking at each other. None
are content but none possess the man, one whose sincerity in his
needed certainty or sureness to way of life and its consequent
proceed in any set direction problems is apparent, pointed to
toward a positive goal. This is the queer phenomena observed in
the most grave danger of total proponents of the greatest docdisunity in philosophy; the very trine of love, the Gospel.
freedom spoken of could be lost
He spoke of those who use
?Y the methods used to exercise means directly opposed to char1t.
ity in their efforts to win others
The Abuse
into seeing things the "correct"
Theology, which Dr. Kircher way.
finds closely related to philosIt is against these black-white
ophy, is abused by the author- minds, the situation in which he
ities to whom it has been en- finds most "committed" philostrusted. "Each Church overesti- ophers and theologicans, Fr. Henle
mates the accuracy of its particu- a notable exception, that he
lar beliefs" he stated, adding the argues.
observation that within a Church
Dr. Kircher is thoroughly aware
a basic dogma i's assumed correct
(Continued on Page 10)

Corollary number two of Finagle's law says that the probability of a given result is in inverse
proportion to its desirability, and
this is proven consistently in real
life. Mine, for instance. Two
weeks ago I was embalmed in so
much leisure all I had to do was
sit in front of the idiot lantern
and hiccough; simultaneously,
there was a herd of movies in
town that evidently were produced and directed by clients of
the SPCA. Now that the revolution has come and I have to revise my daily schedule if I want
to wash my hands before lunch,
there are se\<·eral movies in town
that might restore my faith in
America; therefore, it is merely
due to the providence that God
exercises over the retarded and
intoxicated that I managed to see
."Bridge on the River Kwai" over
Easter.
This is really a remarkable
movie, consisting in its essence
of a long, long, long kick at the
futility of war, complete with Publllr,e1 weelcly durlnl the school year except during vaeaUon perloch by· Xavier
n veralty, Hamilton County, Zvanaton, Cincinnati, Ohio. fl.IO per year.
one man Greek chorus at the end
Entered u MeOnd elaH matter October t, llMI at the Pon ome. at
in case you missed the point.
ClnelnnaU, Ohio under the Aet of Much 1, lift,
Fortunately, the acting is well- :g:~g:· 1:~':a'1'ir.i'ii'"""'"""""""'""""""'"'''"""""""''"'"""""'''''""'''""""''"""B1b Qaeeaaa, '119
EDIToa'ii"''"n"'i;"li"'"""""""'"""""""'""'·"········· ..··· ............................ Blll •••••• 'II
nigh perfect; Alec Guiness once ASSOCIATE
FEATURE WRITER ...... o
rommeyer, 'll8, Frank McGee, 'llO, Denny Doller&y, '81
................................................................Wayne Fellr, '110, · Tom Calllll,60
again demonstrates that he is STAFF REPORTERSS
Ken Kluell, '110, Tom Kall, 'tll, Ed Ma11man 'GI,
VI c 1'1eehlcy, ,RI,............................
1'11ke Markiewicz, 'HJ Ron Koeb 'Ill Bill llfaion '60
thespically omnicompetent, and COLUMNISTS ........Blll Dllque,
'118, Dan Herth, '1111, Edwin Meneo •111 11.:S Wiii• •p
E.S. Edelmann: Stafford Mooney, Patrlela Wleehman
' · '
'
'
Sessus Hayakawa well earned his
IP 0 RTS EDITOR ........................................ ,
... ad
'A
nomination foi: the Academy SPO:Ts WRITER8.;.......................... Joe N;ia'~;"·;59;"·1);;;"·r;;;;;;:"·;u:"':Ja~- G~d::~· •u,
p~~I P:~~~:: 11 !01 00, John Dumbacker, •oo, Jack Adami, 'Gl, Hap O'Danlel, '81
·Award. Bill Holden makes the
(Continued on Page 10)
~~=I ~~~"'io~i"""''""""'"""""""""'""""""""'!'""'""""""""''""""""Ed 8ellr•••er, '19
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Sodality Ends
Week Retreat;
Start Projects
by Mike Markiewicz
The Xavier Sodalists, many of
them fresh from a seven day
retreat during Holy Week, already have a number of projects
under their belt since returning
from Easter vacation. An Operation Christ meeting was held at
Ursuline ·this past Saturday, with
about six hundred students attending. The main speakers were
Bob Yourig, George Stepanie,
Jack Schaeffer, and Denny
Doherty.
The Sodality has donated to the
school a large crucifix of Christ
the King. It has been placed In
the student activities room at
North Hall, to serve as. an Inspiration for the many -meetings
that take place there.
Ther~ was a Sodality social
Sunday night in the Armory,
consisting of beer and refreshments.
The prefect for the coming
year was elected Wednesday
night, from a number of candidates chosen the week before.
The new prefect will be succeeding Jim Bradley, who graduates
from the honors course this year.

Operation Christ
Big Success
Ed. Note: The following is a
special report by Denny Doherty,
News Associate Editor.
Operation Christ successfully
completed another project at
Ursuline Academy last Saturday,
April 12. More than 600 . high
school students from Cincinnati
attended a day of talks, discussions and dances.
Fr. Frank Holland, S.J., was so
pleased with the order of the day
that he termed it "Operation
Christ's outstanding project since
the organization of the movement!" Father was pleased because the entire day had been
planned and executed by XU students who were members of Op- 1
eration Christ.
Two talks, each followed by a
discussion, followed opening i·egistration. The talks, which began
at 9:30 a.m. were given to the
entire group by the collegians.
Then the audience-members of
O.C. broke up into small discussion groups.
Two masses were said at noon,
and they were followed by lunch
and a short social.
Two more talks and discussions
filled out the afternoon until
3:45 p.m. Benediction was then
held in the chapel. After services
the social resumed and lasted
until 5:00 p.m.
.
St. Mary's High School in Hyde
Park will host the next meeting
in May. Fr. Holland was confident
that the attendance there would
be outstanding as was the attendance at Ursuline.
Father also announced that
plans for the summer projects
were now beginning because of
the successes of last summer's
projects.

Sophomore· Class Celebrates
Confederate Memorial Dav

On Saturday, the 26th of April, the Sophomore class ~h
celebrate Confederate Memorial Day with a NITE IN NEW
ORLEANS.
This promises to be' one of the better dance-parties on
campus, and for the occasion the Soph officers have engaged
the Dixieland Rhythm Kings. This
group was picked as the jazz
band of 1951 by Record Changer
magazine, New York. Down Beat
magazine, Chicago, had this to
say: "This group is fast becoming
the leading Dixieland aggregation
on the east coast."
DRK recent engagements speak
just as highly for them. They
extend from Jimmy Ryan's, New
York, to ·the Club Slipper in New
Orleans. Other stops - include:
Club Savoy, Boston, Mass.; Brown
Derby, Washington, D.C.; and the
Beverly Lantern in Los Angeles,
California.
The dance-party will be held
in the Armory Ballroom from
nine to one. Ducats of admission
go on the block at $3.75 per
couple with refreshments included in the admission charge.
By popular demand it will be
OANNED BEER, southern, that is.
So, if ya'll like true Dixieland
music and a friendly beer with
the boys, hitch up your best belle,

WHAT IS A PIG DOCTOR?

WILLIAM WllER,
LA SALLI COLLEGE

WHAT'S AN OBSTACLE IN A
CROSS·COUNTRY RACE?

DAVID llllAZIALI.
IROWN

*
.LANDEN, LTD.
606 J'ine St.
PArkwa1 l·'IHI

Ha"ier Ba"ier

WHAT IS A FLAT·BOTTOMED CANOE?

IDWARD JAY,
U, OF CHICAGO

TUXEDO
RENTAL

Squealer Healer

Daft Craft

WHAT ARE A COMEDIAN'S WRITIH1

LIONARD IUllN,
U. OF lllllOURI

put on your stomping shoes and
come to the party. Tickets are
limited.

J;4ugustana
Wins Tourn.ey

PAGE THREE.

runner-up honors received by
Northwestern. The two semi·
finalists were Notre Dame aml
Loyola of Chicago.
The Marx-Xavier Tournament,
an annual event sponsored by
Judge Robert S. Marx under the
auspices of Xavier University,
was held this year at the Nether1and-Hilton Hotel in Cincinnati. Representatives of 24 colleges, ranging from California to
Massachusetts, were present for
the tournament. This is the second time in three years that Augustana has carried away top
honors. Fordham won the tournament last year.

The 3rd Marx-Xavier National
Invitational Debate Tournament,
held on March 28-29, was won by
Augustana College of Rock Island,
Illinois. In the final round on
Saturday evening, March 29, Norman Lefstein and Phillip Hubbart
of Augustana argued the affirmative side against the Northwestern debaters, William Welsh and
Richard Kirshberg, who took the
negative. The judges' decision
was 7-3, in favor of the affirmative.
This final debate was held at
the concluding banquet in the
Pavilion Caprice, followed by
presentation of awards by Judge
Robert S. Marx. First-place trophy was given to Augustana, with

Coming Into The

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a

ROHRT IUDNITZ,
YALE

Fight Site

in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

©.A'

WOodburn 1-2474

•

!!AVID PAIHUY,

"STUDENTS! MAKE $25

Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money
-start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print-and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send your Sticklers with
your name, address, college and
class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
WHAT ARE IMPOLITE CHILDREN?

WHAT ARI RUllH TREIS MADI Of1

u. or PORTLAND

n~tural

energy restoring food makes it an essential

. IN THE TWENTIES, up-to-date college
gals wore raccoon coats, danced the
Charleston and smoked Luckies.
What's the rage on campus today?
Raccoon coats. The Charleston. And
Luckies! The conclusions are obvious.
1. Luckies were tops for taste in the
Twenties and still are. 2. Smart smokers
knew it and still do. So any gal who
takes Luckies to a Roaring 20's pa1-ty
is a Dapper Flapper! And by George,
the boy friend whq sports 'em, too, is
a Couth .Youth! Prediction: In the
1980's, raccoon coats, the Charleston
and light, good-tasting tobacco will
still be in style!
WHAT IS A BOXING ARENA?

Tern~inal

The late Dwight Morrow, who
was very absent-minded, was
once reading earnestly on a train
when the conductor asked for his
ticket. Frantically Mr. Morrow
searched for it . .
"Never mind, Mr. Morrow," the
conductor said. "When you find
it, mail it to the company. I'm
certain you have it."
"I know I have it," exploded
Mr. Morrow. "But what I want
to know is, where in the world
am I going?"
(The Reader's Digest)

GERALD FORT,
OF lllNNISOTA

Rude Brood

~·

LIGHT UP A '/ig!Jl SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
... ,.c..

l'rollld qf 3'~J'~-"J'~ii our middle 1111••
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Xavi er·UC Gri d -T rophy Established

-=

Mayo1· Petitioned
To P1·esent Cup
To Winning T ecun

Sophs-To-Be Add Depth
To '58 XU Grid Lineup

by Ed Adams,
News
Sports Editor
Spotlighted this week are some of the upcoming freshmen
All but· the minor details have
from last year's undefeated bunch who will be counted on
next year to add depth to the Xavier football crew. Spring
been ironed out by the joint
J)ractice will tell if these men will live up to expectations.
Student Councils of the Univer- Best prospects at the end posi- himself.
sity of Cincinnati and Xavier
University concerning the purtion are 6-3, 205-pound Warren
Adding depth at the halfback
By Ed Adams,
i\Iontgomery, who hauled in seven posts will be Lou Martin, 5-11,
chase of a rotating trophy to be
News Sports Editor
presented each year to the winner
tosses for 99 yards and three TD's 175-pounder who crossed the goal
of the annual UC-X gridiron
last fall; 6-1, 180-pound Ed Thom- four times to lead the frosh in
Don Ruberg, the former Cleveland Indian farmhand who battle. The mayor of Cincinnati
as, ~ converted high school de- that department and averaged
fens1ve halfback; and John, Kap- 3.6 a carry; 5-10, 160-pound Bob at 28 can still hurl a mean fastball, watched a big first base has been successfully petitioned
1>as, a ~apable blocker who s the Kain, who registered thrice and candidate powder a line drive against the terrace in left center by the Councils to present the
trophy to the victors.
same size as Thomas.
ave1·aged 4.0 a try; and Lou Car- that leads up to the Parkway.
Terry McGuff, a 6-3 catcher, stepped to the plate, clouted
A Feb. 17 request of the two
Hefty Tackles
lini, 5-10 and 170, who scored
Last year's starting tackles, once and averaged 3.0 in two a few drives to left off Rube's batting practice flings, then schools that the city of Cincin6-1, 226-pound Ed Davis and 6-1, games before being sidelined b1 donned once more the so-called "tools of ignorance." Following nati donate the proposed trophy
in the cage was a tall, bespectacled infielder. He batted a few was stymied in the Finance Com215-pound Hank Rigler, are both an injury.
back through the box, good clean singles, and one to the right mittee of City Council. The latter
expecte<l to see plenty of action - - - - - - - - - - of second neatly scooped up by veteran second-sacker Tony group deemed it questionable
next fall, and are guards Bob
Salem.
whether this was a public enough
Wishart, a 6-0, 215-pound conIn turn, Rube's charges filed up for their swings. Each expense for the expenditure of
verte<l fullback who recovered
delivered a number of solid hits, providing the impression public funds. However, the comthree fumbles and had a hand in
that, at least from an offensive standpoint, this year's Muske- mittee promised that it would
a good portion of the tackles at
teer baseballers were well stocked.
give the matter further considerhis middle guard slot on defense,
by Joe Petrocelli
and Tom Niehaus, a 5-10, 200Coach Ruberg's major worry thought never has been a ation.
pounder who came here from
The following is a letter to
On March 27, the intramural lack of hitting in the Xavier lineup. Pitching, as last year,
Detroit U. last fall.
basketball championship was de- remains the questionable quantity, a cry somewhat familiar City Council from the joint Stucided. The Blue Blazers and 3rd to Cincinnati diamond followers who haven't had hurling dent Councils requesting that
Tomczak Contending
Floor
Elet, both from Monday prowess to boast of since the days of Derringer and Walters. their proposal of Feb. 17 be withStrong' contenders for the wideOnce upon a time the Musketeer pitching staff counted drawn:
open center job are 6-2, 185- league, squared off for the secpound Gene Tomczak, who teamed ond time this season. The out- a number of pretty fair chuckers. There was Jim Bunning who Mr. C. R. l\fcHugh
with Wishart to give enemy ball- come :was not quite as close as won twenty games in 1957 for the Detroit Tigers. Tuesday Clerk of Council
carriers fits and also recovered most anticipated. After holding afternoon in Chicago he out-threw 'Sox star Billy Pierce for Cincinnati City Council
three bobbles at his linebacker a six-point half-time lead, Elet a 4-3 opening day victory.
308 City Hall
Mr. Ruberg himself compiled a not unspectacular recorcl Cincinnati, Ohio
post, and 6-2, 205-pound Mel Wil- 3rd pulled away to win hardily
on the drill field pitching mound. As a combination pitcherliams, who came here last fall 55-44.
Dear Mr. McHugh:
from OSU.
The key to Elet's success outfielder, Rubie captained the 1951 Xavier entry to 12 wins
the Student Councils of the
We,
Although the Muskies already seemed to be the fact ~hat they in 16 outings, a showing which earned him a shot at pro ball University of Cincinnati and
with
the
Class
B
Cedar
Rapids
Club
of
the
Three-I
League.
have three quarterbacks return- held the Blazer's big man, Leo
His batting practice serves belied his mound experience. Xavier University, would like at
ing next fall, Ron Costello will Phillips, to one field goal and
The Muskies were getting nothing but good pitches to hit. this time to officially withdraw
rate a good look on the basis of a total of 8 points.
Batting
eyes were growing sharper and muscles more limber. our proposal of February 17, 1958
last fall's performance. Costello,
The champ's team is composed
concerning the rotating trophy
5-11 and 175 pounds, completed of Young, McMullen, Kervan, After seven straight rain-outs, patience with Mother Nature for the annual Xavier-Cincinnati
was
growing
thinner.
7 of 17 passes for 153 yards and Killegrew, Clements, Stephanie,
football game.
three scores while scoring once and Brady.
* * * * *
We sincerely thank you for the
A month ago, at the windup of the basketball tourneys, cooperation and immediate attenElgin Baylor, Seattle's great All-American cager, was re- tion of this matter. After receivportedly nurturing thoughts of dropping the hoop sport col- ing Mr. R. A. MacDonald's letter
lege-level, and signing on with the professionals.
of March 27, 1958 regarding the
Two weeks ago the storied Elgin was said to have deter- official City policy governing
mined once and for all to play out his remaining year of such ventures both Student Councollege eligibility. However, the tale having wagged again, cils met and, still desiring a
rumors fly that this most proficient of all West Coast basket- trophy, an alternative plan was
ballers owns renewed visions of himself in pro togs. Baylor's agreell upon by both groups.
latest indecision, they say, revolves around a possible NCAA It was <lecided that the Student
suspension of Seattle from post-season tourney play in 1959. Councils would purchase and
Whatever Elgin decides, he's sure to appear in Cincinnati govern the trophy which will be
next winter. As a pro he'd oppose the Royals and as a collegiate known as the "University of Cinour Musketeers.
cinnati - Xavier University StuI hope Elgin remains in college. Seattle's appearance here dent Councils' Trophy." It was
in the Fieldhouse would not be half as much without him.
also decided that the trophy is
to be presented by the Mayor of
* * * * *
It's strange that Joe Viviano, whose name appeared on Cincinnati as the guest of the
way too few All-American lists, rated a berth on nearly every Student Councils.
All-Opponent team Xavier foes picked. By the vote of opposing We request that the pertinent
players, Joe was an All-American; by the vote of sportswriters, 1>arts of this letter be incorporboth college and professional, he was an All-American Hon- ated in the official minutes of
City Council.
orable Mention.
Again
thanking you for your kind
* * * * *
cooperation,
we are
At last count these 11 different sports were being played
on campus during the past week:
Sincerely,
Mr. Ruberg's baseballers were drilling on the drill field,
Stanley M. Chesley
bats at right shoulder arms. Basketballs were rolling down
Treasurer, Student Council
the Brockman hillside to the tender accompaniment of curses.
University of Cincinnati
Card playing was strong in South Hall, Xavier's monument to
William T. Sena
culture, where just recently chess has made inroads.
President, Student Council
Mr. Connolly's grid machine finally shook off the run of
X;lVicr University
foul weather to get in that "long awaited" contact Mr .. ConThe hope of both Student Counnolly so "detests." The golf team, under Ray Baldwin, blasted
out a 24-3 victory over Villa Madonna and dropped a 17-13 cils is that in time the trophy will
decision to Miami.
.
take on the significance of a
Someone must have played handball in the Fieldhouse, Little Brown Jug. The style of
and likewise with ping pong and pool in the President's the trophy, yet to be decided, will
be unique and related in some
Lounge.
•Big Man On Campus-yea man! He
Tennis aspirants, headed at least verbally by the indom- way .to the city of Cincinnati.
Investigation is under way into
treats the gals to Coke. Who can compete
inable Ramon Gonzalez, peopled the courts, and a soccer ball
the
possibilities of erecting a
1
was
bouncing
the
length
of
Corcoran
Field,
from
the
toe
of
with charm like that. So if you're 5 0"
pedestal or trophy case on the
Cleto
Rial
of
Wau,
Sudan.
and a little underweight, remember-you
campus ·to house the symCleto convinced me in less than a minute that Lou Groza's Xavier
don't have to be a football hero to be
bol of gridiron superiority. On
job is in grave danger.
winning years the pedestal or
popular. Just rely on the good taste of
After placing the soccer ball on the ground, Cleto, on the case will scat the trophy. On
Coke. Put in a big supply today!
run, would kick it almost straight up in the air, settle under losing years it will remain empty
it and, like a shortstop catching a popup behind his back, us an incentive to gain back the
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
bounce the descending sphere back up into the air with, of all cup.
Bottled under authority of The Coca·Cola Company by
things, his heel.
The realization of tbe tropbJ Is
By Hap O'Daniel

Elet Third Floor
Conquers Blazers,
Gains IM Title

BMOCir

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

Do you have need of a placekicker, Mr. Connolly'(

a credit on the record of CoaacU
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Xavier To Entertain
Dayton, Rain Per111itting
Xavier Univ~rsity's baseball team will play a 16-game
schedule this sprmg. Coach Don Ruberg, beginning his second
season at the helm of the Musketeers, has eight returning
lettermen from the 1957 squad which won four of a dozen
·
encounters including wins over Miami and Ohio U.

Xavier Golfe1·s

Wi11 Two
by John Dumbacher
The Xavier golfers initiated
the season by jumping to two
victories over the Villa Madonna
linksmen 24-·3 and 18-9, in homeand-home engagements.
Joe Ziegler paced the Muskies
in the first match, .played at the
Summit Hills Country Club,
carding a brilliant 76 score. Close
behind were John Bien at 79
and George Malinsky and Rod
McMullen with 80's. Pete Cahill,
Jone 'Point winner for the Rebels,
was medalist for the afternoon
with a 75, three over par.
Villa Madonna proved more
troublesome, however, in the
Maketewah return match. Cahill
once again was low for the Covington invaders, firing an 81.
Leaders for the Muskies were
a 79 and ·Dick Baerman, posting
an 80, 1both very fine for the
tough Bond Hill course.
Prexy Bill Sena. He has engineered the proposal from its inception and deserves to be applauded for the success of his
efforts.
Because of the great rivalry
manifest between the two schools
the trophy proposal is an excellent one. Having the mayor of
the city present the trophy to the
victors renders the prize truly
municipal. Its presentation will
be looked on with great interest
by the people of Cincinnati.

Xavier will play home games
with Dayton, Miami, Cincinnati,
Ohio U., Marshall and Villa Madonna. A pair of scheduled
doubleheaders with F.t. Knox
were canceled due to bad weather.
Returning veterans are infielders Jack Corrigan, senior from
Cleveland; John Gieske, junior
from Covington, Ky. Latin; Carl
Labmeier, junior from Roger
Bacon; and Tony Salem, senior
from St. Xavier; Outfielders

Frank Ludwig, senior from Jackson, Mich.; and Joe Sida, junior
from Indianapolis; and Pitchers
Russ Giesler, senior from Purcell;
and George Haas, junior from
Cleveland.
Xavier's 1958 baseball schedule:
DATE
OPPONENT
PLACE
APRIL
Thurs. 10 Dayton (canceled) .. A
Sat. 12 Ohio State (D-H) can. A
Sat. 19 Dayton .............................. H
Tues. 22 Ohio U ........................... H
Fri. 25 Miami ................................ A
Tues. 29 Ohio U........................... A
MAY
Fri. 2 Marshall ............... :.............. U
Tues. 6 Wright-Patterson, night A
Thurs. 8 Villa Madonna ............ A
!lion. 12 Cincinnati ... .. .. ... ..... .. .. ... A
Tues. 13 Bellarmine .................... A
Thurs. 15 Cincinnati .................... H
Fri. 16 Hanover ............................ A
Sat. 17 Villa Madonna ................ H
!lion. 19 llliami .............................. H

Pre-med Ton'Y
Salem Mans
..,
Second Sack For Muskies
by Joe Nolan

Should the ever-changing Cincinnati weather permit, Saturday, the Musketeer baseball squad will be taking the field
for their first game of the year. Playing at second base will
be senior Tony Salem, a fairly extraordinary young man with
a lot of hustle.

Tony has been a product of the
Cincinnati sandlot system and
was an outstanding member of
the city's National Championship
Knothole Team of 1952. He attended St. Xavier High School
and was playing captain in his
last season until an injury
benched him in mid-season.
Not exactly a giant in stature
(5-7, 150-pounds), size doesn't
mean much to Mr. Salem for be
has batted over .300 for the past
two seasons at Xavier and has
been a good glove man despite
the fact that he claims to dislike
ground balls. ·
Certainly the Miami of Ohio
squad of last year won't forget
the "little" second baseman who

poled a grand-slam homer against
them and won the game with his
wallop.
As we mentioned before, Tony
is an extraordinary young man
for Mr. Salem is possibly more
than vaguely reminiscent of a
certain Dr. Bobby Brown who
played for the Yankees a few
years back.
This pre-med student not only
aspires to be a doctor, but is
graduating "cum laude" in June
to prove he is well qualified for
his chosen profession. To top off
these achievements, Tony is graduating at the age of twenty,
actually ahead of himself in his
(Continued on Page 10)
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.......................................................................................................
FOR BOYS & GIRLS, "IJIEN & WOMEN WITH ACNE!

DO YOU HAVE A
''PROBLEM'' SKIN?
WOULD YOU LIKE A SMOOTHER, CLEARER,
HEALTHIER, BLEMISH-FREE COMPLEXION?
"CAMPUS" Kit consists of 6 different
EFFECTIVELYMEDICATED component parts: F a c e
Soap, Blemish Cream,
Facial Pack, "Coverall" B I e m i s h Stick,
Face Lotion and Vitamin A - 25,000 USP
Units: the most complete and THOR0 U G H LY - EFFECTIVE complexion-care
EVER created!

The all-NEW, amazing "CAMPUS"
Facial-Treatment Kit offers IMMEDIATE relief from the discomfort
and embarrassment of unsightly
acne, pimples, blemishes, discolorations and other skin disorders!
What's more, we'll PROVE that
"CAMPUS" will help clear up that
"PROBLEM" skin-or show DEFINITE IMPROVEMENT within 30
days-or YOUR MONEY BACK!
Fair enough?

Simple to use-just a few minutes
a day-will give you amazing results
you probably thought impossible! A
clearer, cleaner, healthier, smoother
glowing· complexion • • • and with
such a wonderful new feeling of
perfect grooming!
Over a month's supply, postage paid,
direct-to-you for only , , •

$

NO
FED. TAX

FILL OUT ORDER FORM BELOW & MAIL TODAY!

---------------

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD LABORATORIES, INC.,
700 Prudential Bldg., Houston 25, Texas.
Enclosed is $4.95 (check, cash, money-order) for CAMPUS Kit
NAME
ADDRESS:
CITY

......................."''''"'................................................................................'"........

From the novel
''No SQUARES AT
111£ ROUN/J TABLE''

GADZOOKS, M'i.ORD-A ~t/SH-PAOOF e~ 700/
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MILITARY
MUSINGS
by Bon Koch
Ninety ROTC Cadets made a
tour of the Armored Center at
Fort Knox, Kentucky on April
10-11. '.11wo officers, Capt. R. J.
Miller and Capt. E. H. Metzger,
accompanied the students. Both
advance course and 1basic course
students made the trip.
Upon arrival the cadets took
dinner in the Armory mess hall
and were assigned sleeping quarters in the barracks. ·Full P.X.
privileges and Officers' Club
privileges were given the students.
Friday morning at eight o'clock,
the post commander, General
King greeted the students. Demonstrations and lectures were
given throughout the day. The
return trip by .bus started at
six p.m. and the students arrived in Cincinnati at 11: 30 p.m.
Friday night. Many cadets expressed a desire to make a return
trip next year.
Captain Abood and M/Sgt.
Higgins earned wide acclaim for
their acting prowess on the April
11 Co11ps Day. They put on a
skit demonstrating what the
snappy ROTC cadet looks like
in reporting to an officer in
Saint Bai.ibara Hall. Capt. A:bood
also pointed out the respect
cadets should have for military
personnel, the national anthem,
and colors, and fellow cadet
officers. He 'also stressed the
importance of the Annual Inspection day on [May 7.
Results of the March 29 University of Illinois Invitational
Drill Meet in which Xavier's
Company G-1 of the Pershing
Rifles .participated have been
announced though no Xavier
cadet placed in individual competition, the XU drill team rated
fourth out of 22 teams in the
mee. A large trophy was awarded
to the company, which is commanded by Cadet Lt. Col. Wm.
O. Bertlesman. Incidentally, Jesuit schools took four out of eight
team trophies in the meet.
The Xavier University ROTC
Rifle Club is planning a trip to
Loyola University in New Orleans to compete with Loyola
and Spring Hill Collge from
Mobile, Ala., in a rifle match.
On April 18 fifteen members
will be flown to New Orleanss
by the U.S.· Air Force. The team
will be flown to New Orleans
will stay at Camp Leroy Johnson
while in Louisana. They will fly
back Sunday, April 20.
The Senior ROTC Cadets graduating in June received their
Department of the Army active
orders. Of the 48 men called, 27
will be on active duty for six
months. Cadets Thomas A Gilligan, Richard C. Grauner, Richard C. Wallace, John L. Donovan,
and Daniel E. Herth will have
two years duty. Cadets August
M. Cianciola, Russel M. Giesler,
William J. McClusky, Jr., Robert
S. Powell, and Elliot J. Welch
will be on duty three years to
continue in the Army Aviation
Program.
All Cadets will ·go on duty as
Second Lieutenants, Artillery
Corps, and will start their active
duty tours with a seventeen week
basic artillery officers course at
Fort Sill, Oklahoma.

Vniversi~y

Clef Clubhers
Annorinces Neiv
Still Traveling;
Course
Ready Dance

The seminar will meet with a
panel of f.aculty members during
the fall semester on Tuesdays
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Registration ·for the seminar is
restricted to JUNIORS and SENIORS who have at least a 3.0
Quality Point Average.
Those who qualify and wish to
register for this seminar must
. secure permission in the Dean's
Office BEFORE APRIL 19, 1958,
by .presenting their White Student Record to the Dean's Secretary. Note that pre-registration
for the seminar closes on Friday,
April 18, 1958.
A preliminary meeting ·of the
seminar :to discuss topics for next
fall's program will be held on
Tuesday, April 29, 1958, at 2:30
p.m. in Science 108.
Sessions of the seminar next
fall will be devoted to aspects of
the following topics: Morality ln
the Marketplace, Current American Political Theory, The Church
and World Order, The American
Economy, Key Careers, Modern
Philosophical Trends, The United
States and Latin America, The
Status of Catholic Scholarship in
the United States, Europeans look
at American Society, American
Society, American Collegiate Education, Catholic Social Thought,
Catholic Social Agencies in Cin- ·
cinnati, The Catholic Press, The
Message of the Classics, A Christian Philosophy of Life.

by Tom Cahill

One or the musical selections
which the Clef Club is singing
~his season contains a line that
urges us all to "raise the glad
song." And raising the glad song

baton of the royal court director,
Franklin Bens.
Last week Gus Cianciolo named
committee chairmen and at this
moment they are setting up
plans for a successful .and prosperous campaign. The job of
soliciting patrons falls to Hugh
Farrell whose tasks also include
writing hundreds of letters to
Xavier boosters all over the
country. Dave Hall in his ticket
drive will set up a booth in
South Han around May 1 and
provide the necessary personnel
to carry out such a plan. And
Tom Cahill has to make each and

every solid citizen aware of the
show via all the atomic ·age's
modern communications.
Of course, following the concert Bobby Keye~ and his "musical locks" will take over and
give many hours of music to
sing by, dance 1by, drink .by, or
just have a good time by. So the
invitation is hereby extended to
any reader of this "dissertation."
Patron tickets (aU patrons names
appear on the program) are
$5.00; a concert .and dance ticket
is $3.00; and a concert only ticket
is $1.00. The evening offers something for everyone in the family.

is just \Vhat fifty Xavier songsters have been doing and will
continue to do from now until
the end of May. Although
weather conditions made it impossible to travel into the snow
laden blue grass of Kentucky
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ~
two weeks ago for the scheduled
concert at Villa Madonna, last
week saw an even better and
more enthusiastic Clef Club per- ~
in Eating
forming at Mother of Mercy in
Westwood and Mount Notre
Dame in Reading, Ohio. Weekly
concerts from now on culminat_
CHILI
ing with the final concert and
SPAGHEnl
dance on May 16 make this
~
5
organization one of the 1busiest 5
5
BEANS
5
on campus.
CHEESE
May 16, Family Weekend, is 5
§
or ONIONS
§
the date, and the Hotel Nethera~
:
land Hilton, Cincinnati's finest,
~~~
~NR
is the .place. Last year's affair
SIRLOIN
ISLANDS
was a huge success, as an overPHONE
5
flow crowd jammed the Hall of 5
Mirrors. Music was king and each 5
JE 1-9398
5
loyal subject tapped his foot at 5
RE 1-6756
5
the sound of his musical com- :
OPEN EVERY DAY - 4 P. M. '1111
l A. M.; frf,, Sat. and Sun. 'UH
mand. Rumor had it · that even -:
JA.M.
lecatld '" I~• s. E. Ceroer t1n1111M
S
the Carew Tower joined in the :5
• • lllldlnc Rud, land HUI.
:
festivities and swayed right
alonig to the tinkling piano of §
FREE PARKING
.
Henri Golembreski under the 5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Ill111111111111111111111111Ill1111111111111111~
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·iAlr Conditioning-temperatures made to order-for all-weather comfort. Get a demonstration!

Precision roadability was vital on this wild trail!
)

CHEVY TAMES
THE TOUGHEST
TRANSCONTINENTAL
HIGHWAY!

.rTJpewrlter Sal~ aall :e::i:

Atlantic to Pacific and back, across
the towering Andes~ 'in 41 hours.

Stanclarcls aacl Portablu
BJ week or moatb

Grade Retarder gave extra braking on corkscrew descents;
With hood sealed shut by the Automobile Club of Argentina
a '58 Chevrolet station wagon hustled from Buenos Aires t~
Valparaiso, Chile, and back over the highest transcontinental
road in the world! Twice it rocketed two miles high in the
sky-and not one drop of oil or water was added nor was
the mighty Turbo-Thrust VB ever shut off! Her~ was an
al!-o.ut test of Chevy's new engine, of the Turboglide transm1ss10n, Jumbo-Drum brakes, Full Coil suspension and BallRace steering-triumphant proof of ~11 the advancea that
have made Chevrolet great in '58 !

mm-

You'll get the best buy on tho best seller I

Don't miss your Chevrolet dealer's

APRIL SALES SPECTACULAR!

STUDENT SPECIAL

Tnewrlter, clean, oU, atJmt
ancl rlbltoa - S'M
Call PArkwaJ l·IOU

Central TJpewriter Co.

---------------------------·-------~-----·-·-·--------------------------··········-~---·-·-··-·-···---------------------·--·-------

Se~ your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal-prompt delivery! •~r~r·0

lff Mala Street

•

§=
§
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The Night Side of The News
Mrs. Dolores Feinaue1· Begins
As Secretary For EC
The Evening college greets
its new secretary, Mrs. Dolores
Feinauer. An adycrtisement in
the newspaper directed her to
write a letter stating her qualifications. And after an interview
with Dean Russell J. Walker,
Mrs. Feinauer joined the EC
office staff on Monday, March 3,

W HA T DO
YOV THINK?
•

by Donald F. Kramer
"Oh No! Not another commercial!" I'll bet half of that program was consumed with the
commercial." "You'd think we
were morons by the way modern
advertising is conducted." "How
obvi,ous can they get with thei1·
commercials'?" These and· many
other exclamations are being
voiced against the p·resent trend
of advertising. You probably
have voiced one of your own.
The opinion of President Eisenhower in a recent news conference is the most pointed I have
1958.
heard
against the present activ"I'm definitely looking forward
to getting to know everyone," ity of commercialism. He felt
commented the new secretary. that "a number of commodity
"Of the few people I've met, items are being stuffed down tne
everyone was nice, friendly, and throats of the ·public." He added
a far reaching statement when
very interesting.''
Mrs. Feinauer and her hus- he said, "Manufacturers should
band, Roy, h~ve recently re- give the public the things that it
turned from Canada where both needs."
Too often we, the public, are
worked for the London-Ontario
Branch of Stanley Home Prod- having things stuffed down our
ucts. Dolores had started with throats whether we realize it or
the company eleven years ago, not. Sadly enough, what I have
and she was working as a unit said in the foregoing sentence is
salesmanager when they decided the very thing that modern
advertisers are counting on, that
to return to Greater Cincinnati.
is,
the instincts of individuals
The Feinauers enjoyed residing
in Canada, whose citizenry is a rather · than their intellects. By
melting pot for many nations. repetition they attempt to conThey were able to meet and talk vince the prospective buyer that
with representatives from many the item he wishes to 1buy is one
that he cannot afford to do withdifferent nationalities.
out-a
real . necessity for him.
The tall, friendly secretary was
born and raised in Covington Everybody else is getting one;
where she attended Notre Dame he had better get going if he
Academy and Holmes High. After wants to keep up with the
high school and before she Joneses.
I feel the effects of this submarried, she gained her experience in office work. Shortly terfuge and am caught up in the
after World War II, she joined "buy this, buy that, get this, get
the Cincinnati Branch of Stanley that" mania. I don't mean I
Products, and later her husband succumb to this, but I find myself
also joined the firm by whom he bewildered as to where we are
is employed presently as a going in the face of this sweeping materialism. What do you
branch manager..
think?
The Feinauers have an eleven
year old son, Roy Jr., attending
St. Agnes School in Park Hills.

Rookivood Room
Hosts Semi-Formlll
"Lady of the Evening College"
Semi-Formal will be held May 3,
in the Rookwood Room of the
Hotel Sinton, <from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Tickets are on sale in the
school office, $5 per couple;
members of the Xiles, $4 per
couple. Corsages will be furnished •by the Xiles at the dance.
The finalists in the contests
for Lady of the Evening College .are: Mary L. Broerman,
Mary A. Connolly, Patricia Dirr,
Wanda Franklin, Dorothy Lohr,
Kathy McCarthy, Irene MacDonald, Carole A. Moser, Ma1·y
Ann Rawe, Ruth A. Schutte,
Phyllis Tolwig, Nancy J. T1·etzger, Lois Wetzel, and Mary L.
Wolfer.
Come and vote for the young
lady of your choice.
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THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
1618 Montrom•rJ' Bo&d
EVANSTON

One Block South of Dua
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20 Years Experience
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Qp1n1ona1re
Do Xavier's evening college
social activities offer suitable
recreation for its many married
students? If not, would these students su11port an organization
especially formed for them'? The
opinion of the five men interviewed this week was a unanimous "no" to both questions.
Mr. Edward Hoelker, a supervisor of administrations at General Electric, and the father of
four, while he thinks that Xavier's social organizations are very
fine, feels that he could not spare
the time for any extra activities.
Work, home and classes consume
a large part of his week.
l\lr. Frank Powell, an accountant with the Clopay Corporation,
the father of one, sha1·es Mr.
Hoelker"s opinion that time is the
most important element to consider in his 1·eluctance to enter
any new venture.
Various community projects
such as church and boy scout
affairs consume much of Mr.
Rudy Berdaus' time when he is
not dividing it among his family,
his job as a process photographer,
and his college pursuits, although
he would be glad to "look ove1"'
any new organization for married couples at Xavier.
Lack of time was also given as
the main i·eason Mr. Lawrence
Welage, investigator and father
of one, would not attend any
function at the college.
Mr. George Luter, a salesman
who also has one child, rounds
out the five "no's" with the remark that he just doesn't have
time for any new project.
The general consensus seems to
be that married students' chief
concerns are with their families,
their occupations, and their
studies, and that campus activities are primarily for single students.

Big Words And Little People
1\tlake Top Notcb Co111binatio11

"XILES"

Two M_ighty Good Men To Know

by Loretta Bird
Children love b i g words. will look up the word in a
Teaching them the use of an childi·en's dictionary to explain
unfamiliar .term often has the the word, it has the double diseffect of drawing them out of advantage of depriving the amthefr lethargy and bringing their bitious students of an opportuattention back to the fourth nity to do extra work, and of
grade classroom from the fasci- inteJTupting a lesson.
nating trees that are visible from
The children do not consider
the rear windows. Many will looking up the definition as
argue against this method 'be- "work" when it is presented in
cause they feel that this talking this fashion. For them, a strange
over the youngsters' heads will word, unexplained, appears to be
have the reverse affect of losing a part of the adult world that
the attention of the class. This never fails to fascinate them.
may be true if the teacher uses Curiosity and a desire to do
· too many large phrases, making something "s p e c i a 1" present
it impossible for the children to enough impetus to send them
follow the meaning of the lesson. delving into a dictionary.
For this reason, many instructors,
in a constant struggle to "reach" 1•1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!
the little one on their own level,
arc forcve1· striving for new and
bl!tter ways to 'break down each
NEW
and every sentence to its simplest terms. As a result, they :
ENGLAND
E
often achieve the opposite. That
is, they "talk down" to the boys
and girls. Many quick witted §
HAT
youngsters sense this, and their
reaction is likely to be a smug,
MANUFACTURING
I'm-smal'ter-than-the-other-kids1-think-I'll-draw-{l-picture attitude.
COMPANY
But an occasional eight letter
word flatters them, and it presents a challenge, particularly to
118 East Sixtb Street§
the bright students. These bright
ones respond tremendously to
Cincinnati, Ohio
this and it is often surprising to
note the number of them who :111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111&
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CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

BRAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed

(811 the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Bo11s! "and,
"/Jarefoot 8011 with Cheek.")

THE POSTMAN COMETH
I have recently receh·ed se\·ernl letters from rC'nclers which
ha\'e been so interesting, so piquant, so jc ne sais quoi, that I
feel I must share them with all of you. The letters and my
replies follow:

SIR:
Maybe you can help me. I came up to college eight year,;
ngo. On my very first day I got into a bridge game in the
student union. 1 am st.ill in the same bridge g:nne. I h:we 11e\·er
gone to class, cracked a book, or paid any tuition. All I do
is play bridJ,!;c.
.
To explain my long absence and keep the money coming
frotn home, I told a harmless little lie. I said I was in medical
school. This made Dad (my father) tenibly proud. It also
enabled me to keep playing bridge. We were both very happy.
But nil good things must come to an encl. Mine ended when
I came home for Christmas \'acation. I arrived to find that
Sister (my sister) was in the hospital with an ingrown spleen.
Dr. Norbert Signl'uos, the eminent ingrown spleen smgcon, w:is
scheduled to operate, but unfortunately he was run owr by
u hot-food cart on the way to the scrubbing room.

"Oh, ne\'er mind," chuckled Dad (my father). "Harlow (me) .
will fix Sister (my si::iter) ."
Well sir, what could r do? If I told Lhe trnth I would make a
laughingstock out of Dad (my father) who had been brngging
about me all o\'cr town. Also I would get yanked out of school
which would be a dirty shame just when I um beginning to
understand the weak club bid.
Thcrn was nothing for it but to bmzen it out. I got Sister
(my si:;ter) apart nil right, but I must confess myself cmnpletely
at a Loss as to how to put het• buck together again. Can you
suggest anything? They're getting pretty surly urouncl here.
Sincerely,
Harlow Protein
Dear Harlow:
Indeed I do have the solution for you-the
solution thnt has nevc1· failed me when things
close in: Light up a Marlboro! Knots untie as
you puff that fine rich tobacco. Shade becomes
light as that grnncl tla\'01' comes freely and friendlily through that splendid filter. Who can stay
glum when l\larlboro gi\'cs you such a lot to like?
Not I. Not you. Not nobody.

srn:
.Just oil' the cttmpus where I go to school there is a lake
cnllecl Lake Wiclgiwugan. Thirty years ago when my father was
an undergmduatc here he went fishing one clay in Lake Widgiwag:m nnd dropped his Deke pin in the water. He dived for
days but neve1· found it.
Just yesterdtty-thirty years later, mark you !-I went fishing in Widgiwagan. I caught a four-pound bass. I took the
fish home, cut it open, ttnd what do you think I found inside'!
You guessed it! Two tickets to the Dcmpscy-l"i1·po fight.
Sincerely,
Willis \\'ityde

'J'l1i11 col11m11 is l1ro11gl1t lo yo11 by Ille makers of Marlboro
Cigarettes wllo suggest tl1al ii' your mail llas rece11tly bee11
bleHetl ivilli some money from Imme, i11vest ii i11 Ille ciga·
retie 1vitl1 Ille lo11g lt'llile as/1-ltlarlboro, of course!
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What does this fruit have to -do ·with this cigarette filter?

VICEROY FILTER

THE VICEROY FILTER IS MADE
FROM APURE, NATURAL
MATERIAL FOUND IN ALL FRUIT.
'·

-and

it gi_ves you Maximum Filtration.
for the Smoothest Smoke.I ·

• From the same soft, pure material found in the rich pulp of
scientists have created the
nature's healthful fruits, modern filter
..
greatest cigarette filter ever designed ... the Viceroy filter: For the
Viceroy filter gives you the ·1naximwn foltration for the smoothest
smoke of any cigarette. l\!lore taste, too ... the pure, natural taste
· of rich, mellow tobaccos. Yes, Viceroy gives you 111.ore of what you
change to a filter for!

·
New cru•h•proof
fllp•open box or
famou• famlllar pack.

.r..·
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DR. DOOLEY GIVES ONE OF
X.U.'S BEST CONVOCATIONS

next door; here, our query was
answered more to our satisfaction. He also obliged us with a
copy of the DAYTON FLYER
in wMch tMs interesting article
appeared:.
Page 12 The Dayton Flyer 2-28-58
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The following policy with regard . to class attendance during
the N.I.T. has been drawn up by
the Academic Council. In the
event the basketball team reaches
the semi-final round of the
tournament, all day classes on
Thursday (March 20), Friday
(March 21), and Saturday
(March 22) will be suspended in
order to enable students to attend
the games in New York. Only
participants in the tournament
will be excused from classes held
prior to Thursday, March 20.
Brother Joseph J. Panzer, S.M.
Dean of the University
P.S. The Knickerbocker Club is
organizing an excursion party
leaving Dayton via Pennsylvania Railroad Wednesday evening, March 19. The excursion
price for a railroad ticket to
New York will be $36.75.
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The 'Poet'
by Ed Menes

A DROP OF WATER
ARISE AND FOLLOW
by Denny Doherty, News Assoeiate Editor
A drop of water in the boundless When the jewel box puts away
sea
its gems,
Without a doubt, Xavier pre- type of a joke. Dr. Dooley said,
sented one of its :finest convoca- "I'm Tom Dooley, and I'll give
Ttmiect to his neighbor
. When sequi11S settle like startions on Wednesday, March 25, you $10.00 of my money." The
sneeze,
And remarked upon .tile weather.
1958. Dr. Thomas A. Dooley ad- executive answered, "You're a
Receiving no answer,
When rubies glow,
dressed five hundred students in bad business man, Dooley! If you
He looked closely
I will; mount a star and come
the Fieldhouse and he received a hadn't offered the $10.00 you'd
And found his neig1ibor to be
for you.
standing ovation. Dr. Dooley told have gotten the equipment for
ltimself.
Wlien
the ebony readorns itself,
of his life in Indo China appro- nothing!"
He fled in fear
When
cotton
clusters grow from
priately titled "That Free Men
Even though he is back in civBttt no matter where he went
nothi1tk1,
May Live." His speech was a sin· ilization, Tom Dooley is still
He was alone in his enormity.
When emeralds wither,
cere and honest presentation of working feverishly. His speech at
And in the e!td,
the realization of what a vocation Xavier was his 127th talk in his
I will take you beyond time.
He evaporated.
for the laity can do in the world 59th city in 64 days.
today.
He's anxious to start working
Dr. Dooley was certainly the n the jungles again.
FOi' Meals at Home ...
man to speak on this because he
For lunches at WOl'k Of' School •••
Is ·not only a dedicated humanitarian, but also one of the truly
great men in the world today.
He has attended Notre Dame,
the Sarbonne in France, and St.
Louis University, the latter of Editor
QUALRY v' OIEKD
which gave him an M.D. degree. Xavier University News
From there he went into the navy Xavier University
(with Vitamin· D)
as a medic.
Cincinnati 7, Ohio
Since then he has received the Dear SiT:
following awards: Vietnam's high·
They can't be beat as Healthful Food
est award, the United States Navy
One night during Easter vacaf
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorh
Legion of Merit . Award. the tion a friend and I stopped in at
llMrlll I 1rmlOJ
food Store I For Home Delivery can CHerry
Christopher· Award, the Albert a Dayton University Dormitory.
The Drug Store Closest To
1-l880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl
Schweitzer Award, and a papal We asked a man 'if he knew of
Xavier University
~
~
I
llf11I DAllV P900UCtS SIG , . .
decoration making him an Bon· any swinging place. He told us
3818 Mont1omerr Road
-~I
"lt---moniou.. the"-'f"
,
I
orary Member of the Oblates of of a rotler skating rinlg being
!\Dirose 1·3708
c~lo~s~e::_._w~e~a~p~ol~o~g~iz:e~d~a~n~d~w~e~n~t-~==~==:::::=::::===±-~~~~~============~==~====~:!
Mary Jmmaeulate.
In 1954 Tom Dooley was on a
ship off of the coast of lndo China
when the French fortress of Dien
Bien Phu fell to Communist reb·
els. Immediately he went ashore
with three companions and set
up a camp for 600,000 natives
who were pouring into free Vietnam to escape the Communist
regime. On several occasions
Communist guards apprehended
him and beat him badly.
Aftel'. the refugees had been
cared for, Dr. Dooley and his
If you are a s~phomore Army R.O.T.C. student, there are three
small party moved northwest ,..
···1~·portanneason1'why you should-accept the ~hallenge of applying·for the-Advanced R.O.T.C.
, into the kingdom of Laos. There ·
course. As,an advanced R.O.T.C. stu.dent, you wlll:
he set up a hospital, appropriately named St. Patrick's, and
began to Christianize the natives.
But opposition by some natives
cost him his hospital and his
teeth.
One night a group of natives
burned down the hospital and
With R.0.T.C. you can actually take a course in
beat Dr. Dooley so badly that he
Leadership-a
course that will prepare you to think
had his front teeth broken or
on
your
feet
for
an executive position, whether in
knocked out. The next day, Tom
military or civilian life. In addition, you will get
Dooley and his buddies began to
rebuild the hospital.
practical experience in command responsibilities.
After his second hospital had
been established, he came back
to the states and wrote a best
seller, "Deliver Us From Evil."
In a few months, his second book,
"The Edge of Tomorrow" will be
published.
Right now Dr. Dooley is touring the nation to raise $300,000
for new hospitals in Indo China.
How successful has he been?
On the Dave Garroway Show
he asked for a dime from each
viewer; in seventy.two hours he
had $18,000. The same plea was
presented on the Mike Wallace
Interview. Results: $26,000. The
As an R.O.T.C. graduate, you will fulflll your
St. Louis Jr. Chamber of Com·
military obligation as an Army officer. You will
merce gave him $152,000 in med·
not only enjoy the rank, pay and privileges of an
ical supplies. He went to a medi·
Army
officer, but will also have the satisfaction
cal supply house · and ordered
of
serving
·your country in an important capacity.
$10,000 worth of equipment. When
he went into the office to meet
the president of the corporation
he told the executive that he
couldn't pay for the equipment
without hurting a relief fund. The
president asked if this was some
With the Advanced R.O.T.C. course, you will qualify for a
subsistence allowance which comes to around $535 for the
two-year course. You will also be paid $117 for your sixITALIAN AND AMBRlCAM.
week summer camp training and receive a travel allowance
FOOD
of flve cents per mile to and from the camp.
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Elections, Dances
Futu1·e, Are Topics
Of Student Council
by Tom Kail
The polls will soon be open at
Xavier University. It is voting
time. This is the time for all
loyal Xavier students to elect
their choices for the Student
Council for the coming school
year. This is the responsibility
of all who plan to return to
school next semester. Here is
one of the biggest events of the
year and it must be supported
by everyone.
The Student Council has done
a wonderful job this year in
many ways. It has introduced
many "firsts" at the University.
A few of these were the Masquerade Mardi Gras, Pancake
Day, the newly proposed XavierU.C. Football Trophy, and the
organization of the !AG (Interorganizational Advisors Group).
The Council also has conducted
one of the biggest events in the
history of Cincinnati, the spectacular welcoming of the NIT
Champion Xavier basketball team
at Boone County airport and at
the University. And undoubtedly
the greatest single contribution
of the Council to the students of
Xavier was the construction of
the new ceiling in the Armory,
with the new ventilating system.
After a lengthy discussion concerning this year's election dates,
Austin Luckett moved that elections be conduced on May 1st
and 2nd. The motion was seconded by Ed Schmidt. Jim Foster, chairman of the election
committee, proposed a committee
of five as his assistants. They
are Mike Tancey, Charles Reed,
Fred Ahrens, Richard Klein, and
Tim Hartman. The motion for
acceptance of the committee was
made by Terry Lautenbach and
seconded by Ken Schneider.
Jim Madigan, a most capable
junior, has been appointed as
Homecoming chairman for the
1958 football season.
Here is a notice for all organizations which wish to sponsor
dances next year. Applications
for dance dates may be made
beginning Monday, April 21. The
man to contact is Joe Shay, Social
chairman.
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of the other British officer forcing himself to stagger miles
through jungle and mountain on
a foot broken by a rifle bullet
to destroy that same bridge?
Before the camera draws away
from the scene of carnage and
destruction, the doctor gives our
answe1·: "Madness! • • • • Madness!"

T.V. Viewer
(Continued from Page 2)
and die. They just couldn't sprout
a "trendex." Already Giselle
Mackenzie has been weeded out.
Undoubtedly, this wierd videoversion of natural selection will
continue until the only one who
is left will be Ruth Lyons-and
she'll be mummified in a glass
casket with the faithful wailing
at its side.

Debaters Marcli,

one loss. Three other schools
had the same record, and were
also selected to attend the finals.
There was a tie for fifth place,
decided by a play-off after the
Xavier team left Cleveland.

Obiter Dicta
(Continued from Page 2)
of the causes for such behavior in
others. After the disappointments
of one religion, that of the Christian Realists; and two philosophies, Emersonian Transcendentalism, and Natural Pragmatism,
he has a keen insight into the
habit of a "sure" disciple.
If nothing else resulted, hearing Dr. Kircher could have
prompted more than one junior
philosopher to examine, perhaps
for the first time, the charity with
which he has advanced his
theories to those of opposing beliefs.

(Continued from Page 1)
Sporting News
Wayne L. Fehr, members of the
(Continued from Page 5)
Philopedian Debating Society.
Both juniors, ·they were members studies.
of the debating team that won
The popular second sacker jg
three tournaments last semes· looking forward to this season
ter.
very optimistically for, as he says,
Fehr and Brislane debated six "We have a good balanced team
times Friday and Saturday on with no place to go but up. We
both sides of the current inter- are all hoping to go to the NCAA
collegiate topic. They finished Tournament." Another championwith a record of five wins and ship, Tony?

Will '58 Class
Gift Be Ready?
by Bill Poole
The total class gift pledges of
the Class of '58 has established
a record as the largest class gift
in Xavier's history. Eighty percent of the !"eniors have pledged
a total of $2200. To date one-third
of this total has been paid.
The Senior Class Gift Remembrance F_und Committee reports
that if enough funds are available

NOTICE

XAVIER

by April 30, the illuminated
marker can be completed in time
for dedication on Commencement
Day.' The committee emphasized
the fact thnt design and plans
for the projected monument are
still not final. Construction will
depend on available funds.
Seniors are asked to complete
payments on pledges at the Office
of the Dean of Men in North Hall
or at the Office of the Director of
Development in the basement of
Albers Hall.

u.

ENJOY YOURSELVES -

STUDENTS
HAVE FUN

At The CYO-Sponsored Dances
For Single Catholics Over 18
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE FENWICK
CLUB, 426 E. FIFTH STREET, FROM 8:30 'TO 12:00

Good Orchestras And Delightful Atmosphere

THIS AD AND SOc ADMITS YOU

Down Front
(Continued from Page 2)
overwritten part of the typicalatypical cynical American soldier
palatable by underplaying it, or
at least holding himself back.
If there are scenes in the picture that are improbable, even
impossible, bear in mind that
improbable and impossible things
are the rule in war, which, after
all, is the ultimate irrationality.
The tension of the picture is
built upon these situations which
are in large part unexplainable
and improbable, but acceptable
nonetheless, and then heightened
by really brilliant camera work
and a musical scoring which is so
deft that one must listen twice
to notice its emphasis, its unrest,
its coristant effect. One wonders,
too, at the marching song that we
are so familiar with now; you
will find that by the end of the
movie the gayly triumphant and
spirited little melody assumes a
tragically ironical note.
Probably the most interesting
feature of the entire movie is the
spectacle of two British officers
reading out of the same Book of
Regulations and coming up with
diametrically opposite conclusions. If we wonder at the spectacle of an officer driving his
men to build a first-rate bridge
for the enemy just to maintain
morale and demonstrate to the
Japanese that British soldiers,
even when captive, can "put on
a good show," what do we think

Light into that
You get a more
effective filter
on todays L•M

1&11
Ull

LiveModern flavor

FILTERS

d IJm/,Y,.tnrrlHM I""~~ r~rdld
~l~m"llJ'~/11/'NnnPe!Jrel.

look for the patent number····,. ~vfli,J,~ 'ildt71J..A>.uo.>.fl7i
on every pack .•. your
assurance that you are getting
L1M's exclusive filtering action
Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L&M. Get the ftavor, the
full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
@111511L1c;c;1n11 unu Te11acco eo.
should be for cleaner, better smoking.

Best tastin' smoke you'll ever find!

